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 Conclusions and outlook
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Basic sketch
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࢈૚ሻ			ࡽሶ ࢚࢕࢚ ൌ ࡽሶ ࡳࡱࡻିࢀ࡯ െ ࡽሶ ࡴࡱ → geothermal plant (heating mode) 
→ Duo-Hybrid-System
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࢈૛ሻ		ࡽሶ ࢚࢕࢚ ൌ ࡽሶ ࡳࡱࡻିࢀ࡯ ൅ ࡽሶ ࡴࡱ → tunnelthermal plant (cooling mode)
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General data
 double tracked 380 m metro tunnel
 excavated section 72 m²
 mined tunnel with inner and outer 
shotcrete lining
 double tracked 3470 m railway tunnel
 excavated section 134 m²




 800 m absorber pipes Ø 25 mm
 360 m² geothermal activated area
 2 x 10 m geothermal activated 
section
 4700 m absorber pipes Ø 25 mm
 2200 m² geothermal activated area
 54 m geothermal activated section
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Monitoring setup
Stuttgart Jenbach
 6 measuring probes logging the 
subsoil temperature
 8 measurement cross sections 
logging the lining temperature
 8 measuring devices logging the 
tunnel air temperature 
 8 measuring devices logging the 
tunnel lining temperature
 2 measuring devices logging the 
tunnel air temperature 
est
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V [l/h] temperature [°C] 
V~1085 l/h flow rate V~560 l/h 
 inlet temperature
 outlet temperature

























influence depth app. 7,0 m
overlapping ϑOF + ϑTL
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Conclusions
 heat extraction rate of Stuttgart is highly influenced by the tunnel air
 extractions rates up to 50 W/m² and more are achievable
 development of simulation tools




 knowledge transfer to other subsoil constructions 
 investigations on the seasonal heat storage capability
 development of the interface point between the building and the 
subsoil equipment 
t
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